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the metallicity is much lower than solar
metallicity. ![image](eta.eps) ![image](tau.eps)
The reason for the low metal abundance could
be a result of the combined effects of stellar
winds, and the dust produced in these winds.

In this scenario, the most effective way to
suppress the dust formation would be to have
stars that are low-metallicity giants. Since we
found that the highest mass stars were made

of elements that are part of the range for
$\tau$ Ceti (\[Fe/H\] = $-$0.46), further

investigation is needed to understand the
metal enrichment of $\tau$ Ceti. However, one
of the effects of having a low metallicity is that

the stars have a low opacity, which would
allow their winds to develop much more

quickly than higher metallicity stars.
Therefore, perhaps $\tau$ Ceti does not have a

low metallic abundance due to a stellar
evolution-influenced process. Further

observations are needed to determine the
metallicity and stellar evolution state of this

star. Conclusions {#conc} ===========
We present medium resolution spectra of a
sample of 68 roAp stars that were obtained

with the Phoenix spectrograph at Lowell
Observatory. The spectra were used to
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determine stellar parameters, effective
temperatures, surface gravities, projected

rotational velocities, mean equatorial rotation
velocities, lithium abundances, metallicities,

and stratification coefficients for elements with
$\tau$ Cet-like abundances. The average

mass, radius, and luminosity of the stars are
$\sim$1.5 M$_{\odot}$, $\sim$12

R$_{\odot}$, and $\sim$5 L$_{\odot}$,
respectively. We find that all of the stars in our
sample have magnetic fields with strengths of

$B\sin i$ = 5 G, on average. These high
magnetic fields confirm that they are low-
mass, main-sequence Ap stars. While the
rotational broadening of the stars in the
sample is a small fraction of the average

rotation period, the surface rotation is far from
uniform. We find that $\beta$ C 0cc13bf012
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of isolated rib fractures].
Fractures of the thoracic
and/or lumbar spine are

serious lesions in trauma and
management is based on a

comprehensive and
multidisciplinary approach.
Thus, the original clinical

observation of an isolated rib
fracture does not exclude the

possibility of spinal or
intrathoracic lesions. The aim
of this study was to review the
literature and to evaluate the

treatment of isolated rib
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fractures in order to identify
their place in the treatment of

traumas.Q: URL and Query
parameters in local ASPX

page? I created a very simple
ASPX page with a dropdown, a
textbox, a button (which has

OnClick event), a button and a
footer. I want to pass the text

from textbox to my method but
I don't have any idea how to do

that. Here's the code-behind
protected void

button_Click(object sender,
EventArgs e) { TextBox

textBox = (TextBox)divFooter.F
indControl("textbox"); string s
= textBox.Text; DropDownList
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ddl = (DropDownList)divFooter.
FindControl("ddl");

ddl.SelectedValue = s; } Please
help, Thanks. A: MVC has a

model for this: a strongly typed
view
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Language: English. Language:
English (US).Q: Where to find

information about Airbus
A380? Where to find

information about Airbus
A380? I mean, I can just do a
Google. But what about the

technical part, the history, the
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politics, the design, etc.? A:
The A380 wiki has a lot of good

information. Also the
Flightglobal A380 information
page has a good history. The
Wikipedia A380 page can be

helpful if you're not interested
in history, but the reference
section can be helpful if you

just want to know what
happened on this day, or what

a certain part did. If you're
interested in recent history,
you might want to check out
the Airbus A380 Fan Site. It's

more of a community site than
a wiki, but it's worth a look.

And yes, you can find a lot of
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information on the Internet,
but not everyone is looking for
just the same information. If

you're not sure where to start,
try searching for "A380 wiki".

Heterophilous microbial
interactions in tropical soils.
Dispersal between microbial
species is most commonly
considered to occur in a

directional manner, i.e. if one
species is available (and

therefore grows faster) it will
outcompete other species.

However, other mechanisms
have been suggested. Here we
review the literature reporting

evidence for inter-species
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competition in ecological
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